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Learning Activity Guide

Tropical Rainforest

www.globio.org/glossopedia/tropicalrainforest

GLOBIO created Learning Activity Guides are designed to simplify
integration of Glossopedia based learning into classroom and
extra-curricular activities and curriculum. Each activity is
designed around the use of Glossopedia articles and subjects,
incorporating technology into interdisciplinary instruction.
Learning Activities are intended to be fun, inquiry-driven, and
interesting; exciting for students and helpful to teachers.

Activities
What’s So Special About
Tropical Rainforests?
Give each student a copy
of the What’s So Special
About Tropical Rainforests?
worksheet. Ask students to
complete the sheet as they
read the “Tropical Rainforest”
article in Glossopedia. They
will also need to read photo
captions, Fast Facts, and the
“Tropical Rainforest Layers”
interactive.
Discussion Questions on page 3.

Pages 2 - 3

Time:
• 20 - 30 minutes
Materials:
• Worksheet: What’s So Special
About Tropical Rainforests?
• Pencils
Glossopedia:
• www.globio.org/glossopedia/
tropicalrainforest

Rainforest Math

Pages 3 - 4

Extension: Forest Layer Find
Standards

Page 5

Recommended Outside Links
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Standards Key available at
www.globio.org/standards
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• Rainforests for Kids:
www.kathimitchell.com/
rainfor.html
• National Geographic
Explorer Rainforest: magma.
nationalgeographic.
com/ngexplorer/0403/
adventures/

Concepts
• All tropical rainforests are
near the equator and have
similar environmental
conditions and structure.
• Tropical rainforests are
important for many
reasons, including habitat,
oxygen production, and
global weather regulation.
• Tropical rainforests have
the greatest diversity of
species on earth.
• All tropical rainforests
are endangered by human
actions.
• It is important for people
to save the tropical
rainforests.

Related Topics

• Environments
• Borneo
• Insects
• Ants
• Leaf-cutter Ants
• Conservation
• Orangutans

Vocabulary

• Equator
• Indigenous
• Carbon
• Oxygen
• Photosynthesis
• Epiphytes
• Prehensile
• Fragmentation
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What’s So Special About
Tropical Rainforests?

Name:

Special Environment

Importance Of Saving Rainforests

Special Layers

Importance For People

1. Canopy

Importance For The World
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Importance For Animals & Plants
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What’s So Special About
Tropical Rainforests?
Discussion:

• What is a tropical rainforest?
• Where are tropical rainforests located?
• Why are they important?
• What do you think the world would be like if they were all
destroyed?
• How does a tropical rainforest compare to another forest you
have been to?
• How would you describe the layers of a tropical rainforest?
• Do you know any stories, poems or songs about the rainforest?
• Would you like to live in a rainforest or in a different
environment? Why?
• How can you help people understand the value of tropical
rainforests?
• Can you think of a way that you can help save tropical
rainforests?

Rainforest Math

The numbers in the “Rainforest Math” Worksheet questions are
found in the Tropical Rainforest article. Students will need to
read picture captions and Fast Facts as well as the article itself.
The problems are arranged to increase in difficulty and skill
level.
• Divide students into eight groups. Give one worksheet to each
group.
• Assign one question to each group.
• Group members must work together to determine which operations to use and then solve their problems.
• Have them explain why they decided to use the operations they
did and if there are other methods that would have worked.
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Time:
• 20 - 30 minutes
Materials:
• Worksheets
• Pencils
• Meter sticks or metric rulers
• Calculators (computer calculators can also be used)
• Metric/English conversion
tables
Glossopedia:
• www.globio.org/glossopedia/
tropicalrainforest
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Let’s Do the Numbers - Rainforest Math

Group Names:

1. Rainfall in tropical rainforests averages between 200-1,000cm per year.
a. How much is this in feet?
b. Average the height of your group members in centimeters.
c. How much higher is 1,000cm than this average?
2. “Sweating” (evapotranspiration) of rainforest trees releases up to 755 liters of water in a day.
a. How many quarts is that?
b. How many milliliters is it?
c. Could you swim in a pool of tree sweat?
3. The largest catfish in the world is in the tropical rainforest of Vietnam and weighs over 300kg.
a. Average the weight of your group members in kg.
b. How does this average compare to a 300kg fish?
c. How many people would a 300kg fish feed if each person ate 100 grams at a meal?
4. About 1/4 of all our medicines come from rainforest plants.
a. If your doctor has 100 kinds of medicine, how many might come from rainforest plants?
b. How many would come from other sources?
c. Express these quantities in words.
5. Madagascar may have 300 species of frogs.
a. How many fewer frog species does the US have?
b. Approximately how many times more species of frogs live in Madagascar than in the US?
c. If you find two fifths of all Madagascar frog species in a week, how many have you missed?
6. 90% of rainforest species live in the canopy.
a. What percent of species don’t live in the canopy?
b. Express these quantities as fractions.
c. If you are an ant in a family of 1,000 divided the same way, how many of you live in the trees?
7. Rainforests have 170,000 of the world’s 400,000 known plant species.
a. What fraction of all the world’s plant species does this represent?
b. How many plant species grow elsewhere?
c. If 1,400 kinds provide cures for cancer, what percent of rainforest plants is this?
8. Borneo has about 2,500 species of trees compared to only 35 species in England.
a. How many fewer species of trees are there in England than in Borneo?
b. What percent of 2,500 is 35?
c. Express this number as a fraction.
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Extension:

Forest Layer Find

• Take a trip to a nearby forest and have students observe its
structure. Have them look for layers and draw pictures of them.
They should note similarities and differences. Photograph or
videotape the forest.
• Back at their computers, have students go to the Glossopedia
home page and touch the cursor to a country near the equator,
like Brazil. The Tropical Rainforest icon will appear to the right.
They will click on the icon and scroll to the heading, “Tropical
Rainforest Layers,” and click on the photo to enlarge it. As they
run their cursors over the photo, boxes will open. Have them
read about the forest layers.
• Have students compare and contrast the two forests. They can
draw a Venn diagram to illustrate their findings.

Time:
• 1 - 2 hours
Materials:
• Paper
• Pencils
• Still and/or video camera
Glossopedia:
• www.globio.org/glossopedia/
tropicalrainforest

More Extensions:

• Create a Rainforest Terrarium, using tropical plants like
bryophytes.
• Study epiphytes in your area, such as mosses and ferns; buy an
epiphyte for the classroom, such as an orchid or staghorn fern.
• Have students write a story or poem and illustrate it. Or they
may create a song or skit about the rainforest and recite or
perform it for the class. They can record or videotape their
performances and play/show them to parents, other classes, or
for a community event. Post it on a school web site or blog.
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